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Summer time – Time to Explore & Plan Career Development 

 

 

An important theme this summer - Career development 

An important theme that seems to approach us through our careers whether we are entry level, 

mid-level professionals, or seasoned executives is the area of career development. 

Summer is a time when most people vacation, relax, and have a bit more time to plan their 

careers and upcoming transitions. Career Development does not necessarily only entail career 

change, but planning to develop your career through networking with other professionals, higher 

education or certifications, or perhaps specializing in a particular niche in a particular industry.  

Most people hear the term 'career development' and then tend to either take the steps to 

developing their careers. Others figure they are secured in their positions enough to not worry 

about the status of their career success for another few months, even a year. 

However, delaying a critical process such as career development can have a profound impact on 

your personal development as well. When you take the necessary steps to always ensure your 

growth by staying  updated on the trends in your field, you are being proactive. This means, you 

are opening yourself up to more innovative opportunities and something more promising. What 

does career development really mean? It means choosing to invest in yourself and furthering 

your potential. This could translate to developing an improved LinkedIn profile, which often 

helps professionals to stay in contact with other professionals and obtain valuable job 

opportunities which may lead to an entrepreneurial venture.  

Succeeding in interviews 

Another way that some professionals stay take charge of their career success is investing in 

Interview Coaching. When the time comes to interview http://career-advice.monster.ca/job-

interview/interview-preparation/stages-of-the-interview-process-canada/article.aspx, they can 

take the initiative to demonstrate their relative strengths and accomplishments, but also market 

http://career-advice.monster.ca/job-interview/interview-preparation/stages-of-the-interview-process-canada/article.aspx,
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themselves effectively and obtain a lucrative job offer!  There are many jobseekers that reach the 

interview stage and then delay the interview or do not perform well at the interview stage 

because of a lack of knowledge of how to excel in the interview.  

As you can see, there are various tools to developing yourself or your personal career brand – 

from creating your own website to your own e-portfolio, showcasing your projects, or 

volunteering to gain experience and helping others in the community with humanitarian 

initiatives. 

 

 

Advantages of Career Development: 

 Career development helps you stay competitive and flexible in the workplace 

 Key driver of improved productivity, retention, and work performance 

 Enhances your professionalism  

 Assists with succession planning and charting and tracking your career goals and 

developmental progress over time to see where improvements are needed 

 Builds the résumé experience  

 Keeps your skills versatile and fresh 

 Demonstrates a clear focus in your résumé and a career target or purposeful goal-setting 

 Solidifies your passion 

 Enables you to gain insights from other professionals 

 Leads you to expansive career opportunities 

 Introduces you to new resources and leads 

 Helps professionals stay abreast of important changes and trends in their industry as well 

as their field or niche 

 Allows you to collaboratively work with others and gain a support system 

 Enhances your confidence, personal growth, and career satisfaction 

 

Remember, today your career development does not only depend on your organization and 

their ability to provide exciting opportunities. As mentioned in this article on the site 

http://www.ehow.com/facts_4965308_why-career-development-important.html, "When you 

http://www.ehow.com/facts_4965308_why-career-development-important.html,
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have more control over your own career development, you can tailor your progress toward 

your own goals, rather than the goals of a boss or a particular company." Career development 

involves much more these days than asking your boss for a company training program or 

sponsoring your education. It really lies in taking leadership or taking charge of managing your 

career. I believe that if you do not manage your own career whether you are an entrepreneur or 

an employee at a large organization, someone else eventually will step up to the plate and do it! 

 

Also note that a career plan needs to be flexible to prepare for any career transitions or 

restructuring in the future as well as relocations or family commitments.  

 

You also need to consider the value of company career development and training programs. 

While they pose a benefit to working for an organization,  they do not entirely solve all the 

human resources problems in your organization such as lack of morale, absenteeism, or tardiness. 

When employees find out that the company is offering a career development or training plan, 

they may tend to even slack off for a bit leaving the career management  role to the organization 

rather than to themselves. Some employees may even leave the organization for another 

competitor who is willing to pay more for that training offered by the previous organization. 

This means that career development really does lie in taking charge of your career independently. 

 

Career Plateauing 

Another important aspect to career development that also arises is those professionals who desire 

to delay the fast pace of their career due to family and other responsibilities. This is called career 

plateauing http://career-advice.monster.ca/Career-Development/Getting-Promoted/what-is-

career-plateauing-ca/article.aspx. Career plateauing is also natural in some stages of our lives as 

we are faced with other challenges. 

http://career-advice.monster.ca/Career-Development/Getting-Promoted/what-is-career-plateauing-ca/article.aspx
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Many people aim for an optimum work-life balance.  Is career development necessary then? Of 

course. Career development never stops; it may take on a more progressive or slower pace, but 

regardless of the stage of life you are in, career development is always beneficial! Arming yourself 

with an updated and fresh-looking résumé, a new LinkedIn profile, and interview coaching are 

excellent ways to further your career development plan. Remember, career development does 

not occur overnight – it is an ongoing process! 

An Effective Career Development Model 

 

P.S.  Please inform me about your career successes!  Enjoy the summer, but remember to take 

time to invest in yourself and your career! There is always a new opportunity on the horizon! 

 

Ask me about my Summer specials.  Customized Cover letter & Résumé packages, Interview 

Coaching, and LinkedIn Profile specials are available for clients. 

LORI A. JAZVAC BA, CHRP Candidate, CRS (Certified Résumé Strategist), TEFL 

905-578-6908/905-730-2374 | Email: creativehorizonsresumes@gmail.com  | 

www.creativehorizonsresumes.com | lori_j@shaw.ca 
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